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Identification of the applicant
The Union of Associations MULTIKULTURA

Name of the organisation
Registered address (street, city, country)

Ul. Stańczyka 22/122, 30-126 Kraków, Poland

Telephone / Fax

0048- 505181903

Website of the organisation

http://multikultura.manifo.com/english

Name of the contact person

Kamil Pawlik

Email/Telephone of the contact person

0048- 505181903

Short overview of your organisation (key activities, experience)

Multikultura is a union of different institutions
dealing with arts and education and ICT technology. Multikultura specializes in exploitation
of eLearning, multimedia education technology
applying such methods like internet platforms,
training films, educational television, and video
games.

Description of the project
Strand, Measure in the framework of “Europe
for Citizens” Programme (e.g. European Remembrance; Civil Society Project; Town Twining)?

Network of Towns

Timetable of the project

2018/2020
We would like to participate as the partner in
the Europe for Citizen project – Network of
Towns.

Short description of the project, including its
aims

Multikultura is representing the Municipality of
Krakow as a member of the Civic Dialogue for
Culture (http://www.kdokultura.blogspot.com)
which was established by the government to
inspire cooperation among the entrepreneurs,
public institutions and local NGOs with
emphasis on disadvantaged groups.
Members of MULTIKULTURA are co-founders
of the first cross-Berlin-Wall twin town agreement between Kraków and Nuremberg.

The Wheel is the national contact point for the Europe for Citizens Programme in Ireland. The information service is funded by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade the European Commission’s Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA).
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Continuing this good practices MULTIKULTURA is in constant cooperation with always
growing number of European cities, actively
participating in the Euro network of CITIES IN
INTERNET http://www.mwi.pl/ The Union of
Associations Multikultura has a good experience as international project coordinator, and as
local coordinator of large number of schools.
For example 10 years ago we coordinate with a
great success the project on the on-line collective poetry writing. Multikulrura organized
poetry festivals in Kraków, Granada, Paris,
Athens and Rimini. The www.eMultipoetry.eu
project is still functioning and moreover the
collective poetry writing is still growing
internationally. The project is now also under
the UNESCO patronage. The number of
participating countries and individual poets
from all over the Word is growing on daily bases. You are welcome to participate in the collective poetry writing on the chat we have on
this website. This activity is continue in the
recent project http://www.epublisherplatform.eu/poems that allow young poets for
innovative publication of their first poems
projected on the city walls.

Role of the partner organisation in the project

Multikultura specializes in exploitation of
eLearning, multimedia education technology,
applying such methods like internet platforms,
training films, educational television, and video
games. Our programmers and graphic create
three-dimensional and two-dimensional computer games in the interactive contents, such as
visualizations and animations. It allows us to
create applications for web browsers, personal
computers, video game consoles and mobile
devices such as phones, tablets. This increase
the dissemination of project popularity among
young people internationally. You can also see
our latest production in the project on the
legends of different EU countries.
http://fabulaloci.pl/ The created game is the
Europe-wide promotion of the local history and
culture.
If you need a trustworthy and reliable Partner
from POLAND. Thank you for considering The
Union of Associations MULTIKULTURA. Multi-
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kultura@wp.pl
With very best regards
Halina Pawlik
The Union of Associations MULTIKULTURA
PIC 948583177

Comments from the applicant

